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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce the first version of ForFun, Prague Database of Forms and Functions, as an invaluable resource for profound
linguistic research, particularly in describing syntactic functions and their formal realizations. ForFun is built with the use of already
existing richly syntactically annotated corpora, collectively called Prague Dependency Treebanks. ForFun brings this complex annotation
of Czech sentences closer to researchers. We demonstrate that ForFun 1.0 provides valuable and rich material allowing to elaborate
various syntactic issues in depth. We believe that nowadays when corpus linguistics differs from traditional linguistics in its insistence
on a systematic study of authentic examples of language in use, our database will contribute to the comprehensive syntactic description.
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1. Motivation
What is the difference between location expressions “walk
in King Street”, “walk on King Street”, and “walk along
King Street”? Should we use a different preposition when
talking about destination rather than about direction and location? Or more precisely, what function does the preposition “on” perform in contrast to the preposition “along” and
which forms can express destination? Is the same form used
in both spoken and written text? Is there any bias towards
one form in translated text? For Czech, the answers can
be found in a new database for inspecting thousands of real
examples categorized by their form (e.g. by a prepositional
case) as well as by their deep syntactic function.

2.

Introduction

In this paper, we present the first version of ForFun, Prague
Database of Forms and Functions, as an invaluable resource
for different linguistic issues, particularly for the description of syntactic functions and their formal realizations. It
takes advantage of several richly syntactically annotated
corpora, collectively called Prague Dependency Treebanks
(PDTs in the sequel) that have already been developed in
Prague. Altogether, the treebanks contain around 180,000
sentences with their morphological, syntactic and semantic
annotation. The ForFun database draws on the complex linguistic annotation of these corpora, arranges selected morphological and syntactical annotation into new shape, and
offers a user-friendly access to a large resource of real examples.

3. Related Work
There is a wide range of corpora with rich linguistic annotation, e.g., Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1999), its successors PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) and NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004); for German, there is Tiger
(Brants et al., 2002) and Salsa (Burchardt et al., 2006), and
many others. The ForFun database is unique in that it is
compiled from four different treebanks of Czech, uniformly
annotated using the same scenario, with data coming from

text, speech and Internet sources. It offers a really large
material with the deep syntactic manual annotation which
is well and comprehensibly sorted and easily accessible.

4.

Data Resources

The database ForFun is extracted from PDTs. PDTs are the
complex linguistically motivated treebanks based on the dependency syntactic theory, which provide interlinked hierarchical layers of standoff annotation. Their annotation scenario is described in detail e.g. in Hajič et al. (2017) and
Mikulová et al. (2006).
The Prague Dependency Treebank version 3.51 (Hajič et
al., 2018) is the newest edition of the core Prague Dependency Treebank published in 2006 (Hajič et al., 2006). The
data consist of articles from Czech daily newspapers.
A slightly modified scenario was then used for the annotation of the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank,
the Prague Dependency Treebank of Spoken Czech, and
the PDT-Faust corpus. In contrast to the original project of
PDT, in these treebanks, the morphological and surface syntactic annotations were done automatically, and the manually annotated deep syntactic layer does not contain annotation of information structure and some other special annotations. However, the annotation of functors (see sect. 5),
which we use for building the ForFun database, has been
done manually in all four treebanks.
The Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank version 2.02 (Hajič et al., 2012), (Hajič et al., 2012) is a manually parsed Czech-English parallel corpus. The English part
consists of the Wall Street Journal sections of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1999). The Czech part, which is used
in the database, was manually translated from the English
original.
The Prague Dependency Treebank of Spoken Czech version 2.03 (Mikulová et al., 2017b), (Mikulová et al., 2017)
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contains slightly moderated testimonies of Holocaust survivors from the Malach project corpus4 and dialogues (two
participants chat over a collection of photographs) recorded
for the EC-funded Companions project.5
The PDT-Faust corpus is a small treebank containing short
segments (very often with vulgar content) typed in by various users on the reverso.net webpage for translation.

5. Functions and Forms
An exploration of what formal means (forms) are used for
expressing various syntactic functions is one of the main
tasks in syntax. The approach “from function to form”
(corresponding to generation in computational linguistics)
is the basic one. The reversed process – “from form to function” (corresponding to analysis) – describing conditions in
which a partial form has the given function and not another
one is also not omitted in syntactic research.
The basic semiotic relation between the function and form
(known from the Saussure´s structural linguistics (Saussure,
1916) as the relation between “signifié” and “signifiant”) is
in the PDTs framework (called the Functional Generative
Description, see Sgall et al. (1986)) perceived as a relation
between two language layers. Concerning the relation between syntactic functions and forms, we deal with the surface layer (for forms) and deep syntactic layer (for functions). The deep syntactic layer of PDTs represents the most
complex linguistic annotation that combines syntax and semantics in the form of semantic labeling, co-reference annotation, and argument structure description based on a valency lexicon. The types of the (semantic) dependency relations are represented by the functor attribute attached to
all nodes. Functors are classified according to different criteria. The basic subdivision is based on valency. The valency criterion divides functors into argument functors and
adjunct functors. There are five argument functors: Actor/Bearer (ACT), Patient (PAT), Addressee (ADDR), Origin
(ORIG), and Effect (EFF). The repertory of adjuncts is much
larger than that of arguments: their set might be divided
into several subclasses, such as temporal, spatial, causal,
etc. Other relations such as e.g. relations between the members of coordination or between parts of multi-word expressions, are also labeled by functors. A shortened list of functors is presented in Table 1. For a full list of all dependency
functions and their descriptions and labels see (Mikulová et
al., 2006). The theoretical description of the valency theory and deep syntactic functions (as developed originally
in the theoretical framework of Functional Generative Description and then applied in PDTs) is summarized mainly
by Panevová (1974; 1998; 1999).
The lower layers of PDTs contain surface syntax and morphological annotation. Among others they contain information about the formal realization of sentence units (e.g.,
POS, grammatical cases) in the form of morphological tags
assigned to all tokens.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the tokens
at the morphological layer and the nodes at the surface syn4
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LOC
DIR1
DIR2
DIR3

Spatial functors
where?
where from
which way?
where to?

Causal functors
CAUS
cause
AIM
aim
CNSC
concession
COND
condition
INTT
intention

Temporal functors
TWHEN
when?
TSIN
since when?
TTILL
till when?
THL
how long?
TFHL
for how long?
THO
how often?
TPAR during what time?
TFRWH
from when?
TOWH
to when?

Coordination relations
CONJ
conjunction
ADVS
adversative
CSQ
consecution
CONFR
confrontation
DISJ
disjunction
GRAD
gradation
REAS
reason
APPS
apposition

Functors for manner
MANN
manner
CPR
comparison
CRIT
criterion
DIFF
difference
EXT
extent

Other functors
ACMP
accompaniment
INTF
intensifier
BEN
benefactor
RHEM
rhematizer
RSTR
attribute

Table 1: Shortened list of functors (the total number is 66).
tactic layer. But there is no such clear correspondence between the nodes at the surface syntactic layer and the deep
syntactic layer. The nodes of the deep syntactic layer represent semantic units, i.e. one node for each content word
together with its auxiliary words such as prepositions, conjunctions or auxiliary verbs. For example, the prepositional phrase “on street” is represented by one node with
the lemma “street”. To preserve the original information,
nodes on the surface layer are explicitly referred to from
this node. Thus there are two links from the node “street”
to the surface layer: to the noun “street” and to the preposition “on”. These links allow to combine information from
different layers of the corpus. We take a big advantage of
this linking in building the ForFun database.

6. ForFun 1.0
Prague Database of Forms and Functions 1.0 (ForFun 1.0) is
a rich database of syntactic functions and their formal realizations with a large amount of examples coming from both
written and spoken Czech texts. The database is extracted
from PDTs (see Sect. 4) and it is provided as a digital open
source accessible to all scholars via the LINDAT/CLARIN
language resource open repository.6

6.1. Design
In language, one form can usually represent various functions, and one function can have several forms. Thus the
distinction between form and function is a useful way to
tackle two main syntactic approaches: “from function to
form” and “from form to function”.
The ForFun database is split in the same manner into two interconnected but reversed sets (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the form adverb in ForFun. The figure presents only a part of the full response obtained from
the ForFun database. Adverb can serve for as many as 55 functions (see also Table 2), two of them (TWHEN and MANN) are
shown here.
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Function
TWHEN
LOC
MANN
DIR3
EXT
THO
THL
TTILL
CAUS
DIR1

MEANS
TOWH

Raw
Frequency

Examples
When?
Where?
How?
Where to?
How much?
How often?
How long?
Till when?
Why?
Where from?

means
To when?

dnes ‘today’; hned ‘immediately’; pozdě ‘late’; nikdy ‘never’
venku ‘outside’; doma ‘at home’; všude ‘everywhere’; dole ‘down’
krásně ‘beautifully’; dobře ‘well’; detailně ‘in detail’; trpělivě ‘patiently’
domů ‘home’; zpět ‘back’; jinam ‘elsewhere’; dovnitř ‘indoors’
příliš ‘too much’; vůbec ‘not at all’; úplně ‘entirely’; trošku ‘a little’
často ‘often’; občas ‘sometimes’; zřídka ‘rarely’; pravidelně ‘regularly’
ještě ‘still’; pořád ‘all the time’
doposud ‘heretofore’; dodnes ‘up to now’
náhodou ‘accidentally’; právem ‘by right’
odtud ‘thereof’; zdola ‘from below’; zprava ‘from the right’
..
.
another 43 functions
..
.
koňmo ‘on horseback’; ručně ‘manually’
nakonec ‘finally’

29113
16251
9221
4357
3815
3211
2721
762
648
503

52
4

Table 2: Functions of adverbs. Shortened list (total number of functions is 55) gained from ForFun. For each function some
examples with translation and the number of examples in the database is given.
The “from function to form” set contains a list of all deep
syntactic functions (66 functors altogether). When choosing one function type, the user can search for all forms that
may represent that function. (See Figure 2 that shows a result of a search for a function “manner”.) For each functionform relation there are plenty of examples in the form of
sentence with the highlighted expression representing the
relation. All examples are sorted by various criteria:
• the word class of a parent node,
• the particular forms for the function and
• the source of text data (written, spoken, translated texts
and texts from Internet users).
The number of examples available in the database is always
shown for each specified 4-combination (given form, functor, parent word class and source). Either the first ten or all
examples are displayed on demand.
The “from form to function” set contains a long list (almost 1 500 items) of all formal realizations of particular
sentence units that occur in PDTs: prepositionless cases,
prepositional cases, subordinated and coordinate conjunctions, adverbs, infinitive and finite verb forms, etc. For any
form (see Figure 1 for adverbs), there are again plenty of
examples sorted by function, word class of the parent node,
and the source of text data, always with the frequency in
the data. In both sets, examples can be also filtered by their
source, which allows the user to hide e.g. all forms used
only in spoken language or use only sentences from written
corpora.
An illustration of how the result of user search for all functions of an adverb phrase looks like is given in Figure 1.
In the upper part, there are examples of the form “#adv”
(meaning either an adverb phrase or an adverb as a word)
representing the time expression “when” (i.e. the functor
TWHEN); there are 30 768 occurrences available. The occurrences of adverb form are divided according to their syntactic parents (be it a v(erb), adj(ective), adv(erb) or a n(oun),
see the first column); their distribution within particular

treebank is given in the second column followed by real examples from the corresponding treebank. A sample of them
is displayed on demand right in the table whereas many others (see the last column for their numbers) stay hidden and
can be displayed in a full list.
In the lower part of Figure 1, the same form “#adv” is exemplified in the same style as an expression of manner (i.e.
the functor MANN, third most frequent). See Table 2 for functions represented by adverbs other than TWHEN and MANN.
For the opposite direction (“from function to form”), see
Figure 2, where (among others) the same sentences (for adverb form) can be found when searching for all representations of the functor MANN (see the sentence Jak ho vlastně
pozná? and others in both Figures 1 and 2). Other forms are
less frequent and include a preposition na together with either a genitive, accusative or locative case7 or a preposition
mimo with an accusative case etc.; see also Table 4.

6.2. Volume
The database contains 2.2 million examples altogether for
all forms (and the same number from the function point of
view), split approx. 3:1 between written and spoken text
(see Table 3). Each example is one sentence long.8 They
can be examined from the function side (66 functors) or the
form side (1 469 forms). All examples are split into 13.5
thousand of 4-combinations, each with 163 examples on average. There is also a 4-combination with almost 100 000
examples. Maximum number of examples for a function
is 490 000 across all forms and corpus sources (function
RSTR). Maximum number of examples for a form is 370 000
(nominative case).
While the average number is high, the median is only two
examples. The reason is that there is a long tail of 4-combi7
Morphological cases in ForFun are indicated by numbers, thus
forms mentioned above are shortened as na#2, na#4 and na#6.
8
One sentence typically contains many different functions and
can be used once for each of its parts.
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Figure 2: A screenshot of function “manner” in ForFun. The figure presents only a part of the full response obtained from
the ForFun database, because the functor MANN is represented by as many as 122 forms (see also Table 4).
nations used very rarely. These occurrences with very low
frequencies in the data are one of the main benefits of the
large volume of database, but they have to be used carefully. Every result has to be always understood solely as
an input for a subsequent research, as ForFun may contain
errors (caused by annotators as well as speakers/writers),
especially considering its volume.

7.

What is ForFun good for?

Linguistic research is predominantly text-based. Before the
corpus era, researchers had to rely on their own excerpts;
nowadays, however, a vast amount of supporting material
is available in digital form. Such resources are truly valuable only if they are enriched with different layers of linguistic annotation ranging from morphology and syntax to
semantics. However, there are many researchers who (want
to) use corpora in their everyday work and look for various
occurrences of specific words, forms or patterns, syntactic

functions, etc. but they are not interested or just do not need
to deal with various technical, formal and annotation issues
(because they are just researchers in humanities and not so
fluent also in technology). Moreover, often if an annotation
scenario is based on a sound linguistic theory, it is quite
complex and perhaps too complicated for everyday users.
Thus, there is a requirement for voluminous and richly linguistically annotated resource which is easy to use. And
that is ForFun!
The ForFun database brings the rich and complex annotation in PDTs closer to such everyday, simple use. A rather
straightforward use of ForFun is to retrieve which functions can be expressed by the particular form and which
forms can express the particular function. To display the
richness of the material in the ForFun database we present
here two simple examples. Table 2 demonstrates multifunctionality of form (we choose the adverb phrase as an
example) and Table 4 demonstrates formal diversity of
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examples from written text
examples from spoken text
examples altogether

1 608 061
593 400
2 201 461

number of functions
number of forms
number of 4-combinations

66
1 469
13 514

avg. examples for function
avg. examples for form
avg. examples for a 4-combination

33 355
1 500
163

max. number of examples for a function
max. number of examples for a form
max. number of examples for a 4-combination

490 121
370 586
97 469

Table 3: Volume of the ForFun database.
function (we choose “manner” as example, i.e., the functorMANN). We can see that the relation between forms and
their functions is many-to-many, one form is used for expressing many functions and one function can be expressed
using various forms (see also Bejček et al. (2017)).
Besides analysis of the form-function relation, ForFun is
user-friendly source of examples for other various explorations in syntax, e.g., valency behavior, coordination/discourse relations, idioms and complex predicates,
comparison of written and spoken texts, etc. The first linguistic studies based on the ForFun database analyze subtle
meanings of spatial and temporal adverbials (2017a; 2018).

8.

Conclusion

We have introduced a unique resource for linguistic studies
in syntax: the ForFun 1.0 database. We have demonstrated
that ForFun is:
• a simplified interface to PDTs,
• a tool primarily for linguists,
• a database of 180 000 Czech sentences,
• a source of information about syntax,
• a place where 2.2 million examples can be studied,
• a gateway to forms (for a given function),
• a gateway to functions (of a given form).
We believe that nowadays when corpus linguistics differs
from traditional linguistics in its insistence on a systematic
study of authentic examples of language in use, our database
will contribute to a comprehensive syntactic studies.
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Raw
Frequency

Form

Examples

adverb

Hlasitě se hádali.
‘They was arguing loudly.’

9221

v+locative

Chodil tam ve starých teplákách.
‘He has been walking there in old tracksuit.’

1000

instrumental

Lupiči mu násilím ukradli hodinky.
‘The robbers has stolen his watches by force.’

747

(jak)+verb

Všechno je to tak, jak to má být.
‘Everything is as it should be.’

275

(tak) že+verb

V soukromí se tváří, že nevěří ničemu.
‘In private she pretends she does not believe anything’

251

na+accusative

Zamilovali jste se do sebe na první pohled?
‘Have you fallen in love to each other at first sight?’

213

pod+instrumental

Hráli jsme pod velkým psychickým tlakem.
‘We’ve been playing under great psychic pressure.’

150

s+instrumental

Domácí hráli s nadšením.
‘Locals have played with a passion.’

150

na+locative

Na jedné noze se tenis hrát nedá.
‘A tennis cannot be played on one leg.’

101

po+locative

Po tmě jsem ráno šel na vlak.
‘I’ve gone for a train in the dark.’
..
.

81

another 110 forms
..
.
ve formě+genitive

publikuje ve formě přehledů a tabulek
‘he publishes in the form of surveys’

14

přes+accusative

obchoduje přes přepážky
‘she trades over the counters’

14

Table 4: Formal realizations of the MANN functor. Shortened list (from more than 100 rows) of the forms that can express
manner (functor MANN) gained from ForFun. For each form the number of examples in the database is given.
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